








Welcome to, SongsLike™
Tap the screen to start
 
Discover new music, with our A.I. Search or Community Playlist.
 New Music Finds™
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    New Music Finds™

    
 

    
        
            

        

    















    Smart Community Playlists™


    
        Playlists
        

                
         Create a Playlist.


            
1. Playlists that started with suggestions from Spotify.
2. Everyone can suggest songs to the shared playlist.
3. SongsLike plays the best new songs in the playlist.


        
         


        
        
            

        

        These NFTs do not entitle you to legal ownership or copyrights. You will receive income for activites on this platform

    

    Discover The SoundTrack to your Life with keywords on SongsLike.com™. Choose a Playlist to start your visits with below

    


    Choose one of our playlists to Start your visits with from here
Make Current Playlist My Default
SongsLike™ Social Radio
SongsLike™ People 'Like' Me
SongsLike™ New Auditions
SongsLike™ Most Replayable Songs Last 30 days
SongsLike™ Me
SongsLike™ Playlists I Listen Too
SongsLike™ Speed Round
My Mix
Honda Stage
Billboard Hit 100
Twitter Trending
Launch
COLORS
Lyrical Lemonade
Tiny Desk
Your playlist here. You can create playlists below.
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   SongsLike™ Loading
                                                                                                                                                          "New Music Finds™". Login for better suggestions.


      





                                                                         Tap until you find a song you like!
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                                                                                Share  YouTube Links in the Contribute field above to the 
 New Music Finds ™
 Community Smart Playlist. 
Or ...
Add Keywords Related to the Currently playing Video above.
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                                                                                Privacy Policy
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                                                                                Community Chat (Questions?)
                                                                            

                                                                          
  Questions? View Tutorial!
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                                                                                    Paul Abrahams


                                                                                                                                                                        Bryson tiller is my favorite search. I come back and get a new playlist of incredible new artists every week.
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                                                                                    Sean Malcoms





                                                                                                                                                                        After you train the New Music Finds™ its remarkable. ~200 Songs worth checking out every time? Never misses? It is way better than  Spotify 
  YouTubes discovery playlists, why wouldnt it be? It is coming from real people after all. Its worth the time!
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                                                                                    Jessica Chung



                                                                                                                                                                        It was my daughters birthday when I stumbled upon this site. I searched for "I Love my daughter" and we had an incredible experience listening to the playlist it generated. It brought us closer together.
                                                                                    


                                                                                






                                                                            



                                                                            These are the some songs I discovered and loved on the site. Listen now for an idea of the quality of suggestions the site makes
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                                                                                 People Like You? Playlists of songs they like you have not heard.
                                                                                

                                                                            

                                                                            


                                                                            


                                                                            
                                                                       


                                                                        


                                                                    








Innovative Features for discovering new music

                                                                            

Tell us what you think! Ideas? Feedback? Bugs?





                                                                        
                                                                            Contact
                                                                        





                                                                        
                                                                            Suggestions for You. From People Like You.

                                                                            You don't know these songs but someone like you does ... and they loved them
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IU - 'I Give You My H
 spent 00:04:54" listening to this song.
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Oh Lord
 spent 00:14:19" listening to this song.
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Mt. Joy - Lemon Tree (Off
 spent 00:19:06" listening to this song.
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TXT (투모로우바이�
 spent 00:14:58" listening to this song.
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Joe Bonamassa Official - 
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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Abel - Comme jeté à la 
 spent 00:03:30" listening to this song.
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Winter Light
 spent 00:18:24" listening to this song.
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Robert Plant & Alison Kra
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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Alex Munk - Flying Machin
 spent 00:17:13" listening to this song.
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Araya "Lost" - Spotify Si
 spent 00:06:03" listening to this song.
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KidSongs | We're Gonna Ge
 spent 00:06:31" listening to this song.
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$UICIDEBOY$ - Materialism
 spent 00:02:47" listening to this song.
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Molchat Doma - Volny (Off
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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BAYNK - When I'm Alone [O
 spent 00:08:43" listening to this song.
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Coke Studio Season 9| Afr
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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Janelle Monáe - Q.U.E.E.
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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ZAYN, Taylor Swift - I Do
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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BAKA NOT NICE - BODY &
 spent 00:35:50" listening to this song.
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Van Halen / Panama (2015 
 spent 00:03:31" listening to this song.
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Chief Keef x Tadoe - "Tux
 spent 00:19:02" listening to this song.
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Space Pups
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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Lingua Ignota - Woe to Al
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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Trouble In Paradise
 spent 00:03:38" listening to this song.
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Chesca - TuTuRu (Official
 spent 00:06:43" listening to this song.
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Miraa May - Go Girl ft. R
 spent 00:00:08" listening to this song.
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Charles Aznavour -  Le Pa
 spent 00:19:03" listening to this song.
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Sheck Wes - Live SheckWes
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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Tom The Mail Man - Taking
 spent 00:02:43" listening to this song.
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Shenseea - Trending Gyal 
 spent 00:03:56" listening to this song.
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Lil Durk & Future - M
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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팝콘 Popcorn (Feat. 페
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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Cry For Love
 spent 00:03:31" listening to this song.
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Chris Young, Kane Brown -
 spent 00:02:59" listening to this song.
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Riton x Nightcrawlers - F
 spent 00:02:57" listening to this song.
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Hozier - Moment's Sil
 spent 00:04:17" listening to this song.
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Silverstein  - It's Over 
 spent 00:07:50" listening to this song.
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Aeolian Jazz & Musical Ar
 spent 00:10:20" listening to this song.
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NU'EST ft. Yoon Han - 조
 spent 00:00:00" listening to this song.
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Larry Heard     Dreaming 
 spent 00:05:09" listening to this song.
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Depeche Mode - Personal J
 spent 00:04:55" listening to this song.


                                                                                                                                                    


                                                                        
                                                                            You can remove your Copyrighted content from the site on your YouTube Dashboard. 
View YouTube Video Privacy Settings
                                                                        


                                                                        
                                                                            
                                                                                We use your listening habits to suggest music to you and others. We dont share this information with anyone. If you do not want your listening habits stored anywhere check Opt-Out.   
  Opt-Out 

                                                                            


                                                                            

                                                                                
                                                                                    Privacy Policy
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                    Terms Of Service
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                    Community Chat (Questions?)
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                    No token provided

  Log In To Google 





  Login to Spotify. 


Attempted to Load your  Spotify Playlists. You may need to login again.
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                                                    Your recently uploaded Youtube Videos will show up here if they are public to third party sites. We could not detect any uploaded videos for your account.

                                            


                



                
                    


                    Include a message that people will hear when your suggestion is played
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	Payments will be emailed to 
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                30 Day Playlist Pass
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                    Login to Google before you purchase any access passes


                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                Watch this Tutorial First in Full Screen! I'll show you how I use the site.
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                        Your browser does not support the video tag.
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                                    Premium Features

                                    Play All Songs Uninterrupted!

                                    7 Day Trial, Cancel anytime first 7 days Full Refund Via PayPal

                                    Share & Discover Songs For Free with people like You in the New Music Finds™ Playlist

                                    Share songs back to your YouTube or Spotify Playlists


                                    Listen past 00:01:10 uninterrupted in the background on Mobile or Desktop

                                    Free App Download In App Stores

                                    Share keywords


                                


                                                        

                    

                    
                        

                        Skip and Contine Playing Video

                    

                

            

        

        